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Michigan Technological University is a leading public research university, 
conducting research, developing new technologies, and preparing students to 
create the future for a prosperous and sustainable world. Michigan Tech offers 
more than 120 undergraduate and graduate degree programs in engineering, 
forestry and environmental sciences, computer sciences, technology, business and 
economics, natural and physical sciences, arts, humanities and social sciences.
Michigan Tech is an equal opportunity educational institution/equal opportunity employer, 
which includes providing equal opportunity for protected veterans and individuals with disabilities.
Wayne D. Pennington
Leonard J. Bohmann
Carl L. Anderson
Letter from the Dean
Michigan Tech has a distinguished record of 
delivering high-quality undergraduate engineering 
education. Our courses are taught by many of the 
nation’s most talented and dedicated faculty. The 
educational experiences we provide extend far 
beyond the classroom, as well. 
Our students experience exciting educational 
opportunities in the lab, in the  eld, and around 
the globe. At Michigan Tech, these experiences 
are not the exception—they are the rule. All of our 
students participate in Senior Design, Enterprise, 
or Undergraduate Research programs, and many 
of those experiences are documented within the 
following pages.
Please take a few minutes to browse these 
stories, and we think you will understand why 
we are so proud of our students and their 
accomplishments. 
Be sure to let us know your thoughts. As 
always, we look forward to hearing from you.
Wayne D. Pennington
Interim Dean
Carl L. Anderson
Associate Dean for Research 
and Graduate Programs
Leonard J. Bohmann
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
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Photosensitive polymer  lm 
changes shade based on 
ultraviolet radiation exposure
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n Just put on a happy face
Skin patch warns when it’s time 
to get out of the sun
By the time most of us realize we’ve been out in the sun too long, it’s too late. It can take up to 24 hours after exposure before you realize you 
have a sunburn.
Now, a Michigan Tech senior design team has devised a sensor that 
tells you when it’s time to seek shelter.
The biomedical engineering seniors developed a skin patch imprinted 
with a graphic—in this case, a happy face design. The nickel-size patch 
gradually darkens under ultraviolet light, the type of light that causes sun-
burn and skin cancer. When you can’t see the happy face anymore, it’s 
time to get out of the sun.
Their personal ultraviolet radiation (UVR) dosimeter is a single-use, 
disposable device. It indicates when the user has received the maximum 
suggested dose of UVR before burns occur. The device is a one-square-
centimeter patch made from a UV-sensitive  lm bonded to a special tape 
with medical-grade adhesive that can withstand plenty of trips into the 
swimming pool. This photosensitive polymer  lm changes its optical den-
sity when it is exposed to UVR. The shade of the happy face corresponds 
to that of the polymer after it has been exposed to the maximum dose. 
Because it measures total UV exposure, it “knows” when a user applies 
sunscreen or goes in the shade and will darken more slowly.
Not everyone burns at the same rate, and the team took that into 
account. “We calibrated it based on skin type,” said team member Anne 
François. Their prototypes were made for the three skin types that are 
most susceptible to sunburn.
The team has  led a provisional patent on their invention. If it makes it to 
market, it would be inexpensive: the prototypes cost only 13 cents apiece 
in materials.
“There are other personal UV monitors out there, but what makes this 
one unique is that it’s extremely simple and inexpensive,” said the team’s 
co-advisor, Megan Frost, an associate professor of biomedical engineer-
ing. “It’s not a timer. It’s calibrated to the energy the device absorbs, and 
it’s very robust.”
The project has been rewarding, says team member Caroline 
D’Ambrosio: “It’s great to actually make a working product.” The UV moni-
tors would be ideal for those who want to avoid a sunburn and reduce their 
skin cancer risk while still enjoying outdoor activities, she says. “Parents 
could use them to monitor their children’s UV exposure. The patches could 
be especially useful in protecting babies’ tender skin. They might even 
have some therapeutic applications for jaundiced babies, who need some 
sunlight—but not too much.”
Other members of the senior design team are Marie D’Ambrosio and 
Kelsey Sherman, and co-advisor Sean Kirkpatrick.
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Helping low-income patients in India 
get a leg up
hree teams of Michigan Tech senior design students have 
designed and cost-optimized a prosthetic knee for India’s 
low-income population. Each year for the past three years a team 
has redesigned the prosthetic to make it even cheaper and more 
functional.
“I wanted to work on an international project because it seemed 
like a great experience, and I felt like I could positively impact a lot 
of lives,” said Ruth Eischer, a biomedical engineering major and 
member of the third and  nal team. “Working on the knee joint gave 
me that opportunity.”
Eischer teamed up with fellow biomedical engineering majors 
David Weyland and Bobby Pizzey and mechanical engineering 
major James Hartel to create a prototype that is more accessible 
and functional for India’s many low-income patients.
Though there are several prosthetics on the market in India, 
devices can cost upward of $1,000, placing them  nancially out of 
reach for many patients. The new prototype would only cost around 
$100, offering a low-cost alternative.
In addition to creating a product that was more affordable and 
could be manufactured using local labor and materials, making the 
device smaller and lighter were also on the list of improvements.
For Weyland, the project was a chance to create a prosthetic that 
stood out from the crowd. “Our prototype has the adaptability to 
match the user’s gait,” he said. “The other low-cost knees are more 
of a one-size-  ts-all sort of thing. We really focused on differentiat-
ing ourselves so that our knee would be more ef  cient. Patients who 
use our knee will have a greater range of motion.” 
The students achieved this greater  exibility by using an adjust-
able spring. Not only does the spring give patients more control over 
the device, it also accommodates common practices, like sitting 
and squatting.
Mechanical Engineering–Engineering Mechanics Assistant 
Professors Mo Rastgaar and Nina Mahmoudian co-advised the 
team. “This wasn’t an easy design,” said Mahmoudian. “The human 
factor and added challenge of working within cultural constraints 
took this project beyond a typical design.”
The students’ clients at the All India Institute of Medical Science 
in New Delhi were pleased with the prototype as well. “They were 
very excited and surprised with what we had,” said Mahmoudian. 
“The product will make life much easier for many of their patients.”
Currently, there are two prototypes of the latest knee—one will 
remain at Michigan Tech, while the other will be sent back to India 
for more extensive clinical trials.
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Tilapia grown, 
harvested, and 
served in tacos 
on campus
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Michigan Tech
From sustainability demo to  sh taco
Rob Handler is about to harvest his research. Typically, that means the gigantic kale and nice-sized onions and basil he’s growing nine stories 
up in the Dow Environmental Science and Engineering greenhouse. Today, 
though, it means the key ingredient for  sh tacos, to be served at a resi-
dence hall.
“We have been growing tilapia,” he says. “They are a hardy  sh that 
grows well in a controlled environment."
They are also the key ingredient in his aquaponics project, where  sh 
waste fertilizes the plants and plants keep  sh healthy by cleaning the water.
“It’s the same interaction that happens in the natural world,” says 
Handler, operations manager of the Sustainable Futures Institute at 
Michigan Tech. “We are just managing things with tanks and pipes.”
Aquaponics systems do need to be monitored closely, though. The 
Consumer Products Enterprise has been working with Handler since the 
lab’s inception and currently has seven students working on the project. 
Chemical engineering undergraduate David Walsh is the team leader. His 
 rst involvement began during summer semester a few years ago. “I helped 
with upkeep and everyday maintenance of the system, from feeding the  sh 
to checking nutrient levels in the water, to installing different components to 
the system that made both our lives easier and the  sh’s lives healthier. That 
summer, since I wasn’t receiving any credits for helping out Dr. Handler, he 
compensated me with a fresh stock of vegetables a few times a month.”
CPM’s initial project scope was aiding in general maintenance, and after 
becoming familiar with the system, trying to  nd ways to optimize it in order 
to maximize the output. “Right away, we saw that ammonia levels were 
high in the system and got to work on designing a solid extraction system.” 
After three different designs, the team  nally implemented a working solid 
extraction system that reduced the water’s turbidity by over 45 percent,” 
says Walsh. 
“One of our biggest challenges is the relationship between the  sh and 
the plants,” he adds. “Last spring we had a pest problem when two differ-
ent species of  ies infested the Aquaponics lab. We had to use extreme 
caution because what may be healthy for the plants can kill the  sh, and 
vice versa. We were unable to use common pesticides, so we opted for 
a mainly physical approach, instead, using a non-toxic insecticidal soap, 
hanging sticky  y traps, and sprinkling diatomaceous earth on plant leaves.”
Would he ever try this at home? “It is an extremely easy thing to set up, 
and after an initial start-up cost, the savings could really start rolling in,” 
says Walsh. “Once I get out of college it is something that I will de  nitely try 
to do.”
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The business of mining
How Michigan Tech won 
an international competition 
Michigan Tech’s win in the National Mining Competition in Saskatchewan surprised more than a few of the Canadian 
schools who made up the competitors, and the judges.
“We told them a gold mine there was not feasible,” says Matt 
Schuman, a junior mechanical engineering major. “The other teams 
tried to show how the mine could be possible, but we were the ones 
who said this potential gold mine in Canada’s Northwest Territories 
wouldn’t be feasible at this time.”
The business analysis by the team tipped the scales in their 
favor as they cited gold prices not being high enough to justify 
development.
And it came from a foursome with engineering backgrounds. In 
addition to Schuman, the team included Matt Younger and Matt 
Schwalen, both seniors in civil engineering, and Cora Hemmila, a 
junior in geological engineering.  
In a competition full of mining and business majors on the fourteen 
teams (all Canadian, except for Michigan Tech), in the judges’ minds, 
their engineering approach made the difference.
“It was intense,” Schuman said. “We had 36 hours to come up with 
an answer. There was a lot of engineering to  gure out.”
“With our engineering backgrounds, we established a design, 
generated numbers for construction and operating costs, and applied 
the numbers to establish potential returns for all these CEOs and 
CFOs judging us,” said Schwalen. “They were most concerned about 
whether or not you could develop it and  nance it.”
Younger applied his knowledge of mining equipment, earned 
during co-ops with P&H, to help the cause. Hemmila appreciated the 
real-world aspect of the competition and the emphasis on  nancing 
and evaluation that goes into mining.
“We learned a lot about communication, too,” added Schwalen. 
“We had to work with many professions other than engineering and 
will continue to do so.”
Murray Gillis, an advisor to the group, agreed that the communica-
tion and  nancial emphases were prominent and said they  t in nicely 
with the business and engineering interface at Michigan Tech.
“It’s part of our tradition here,” Gillis said. “We’ve sent many alumni 
to Canada and elsewhere to work in mining, and now, as mining 
rebounds, it is the engineers who are still  nding great jobs. They do 
much more R&D in mining in Canada than any other industry,” he 
said. “And there’s much more autonomous mining going on, which 
requires more engineers.” 
“We know that mining is becoming more high tech,” Schuman 
said.
10 | Michigan Tech Engineering
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A drilling machine at the 
Yalea underground gold 
mine in Loulo, Mali
The team measures Alan’s 
Falls—a site comprised of  ve 
successive waterfall drops on 
the Piritaí River.
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Designing microhydropower for the Piriatí Emberá 
n most nights, families in Piriatí, a rural village in eastern Panama,  nd them-
selves left in the dark, relying on only candlelight for any kind of productivity 
after sunset. 
The community, home of an indigenous people known as the Emberá, relies 
on a 15-year-old, 15-kilowatt diesel generator, which breaks down often. As 
diesel costs rise, the community can only afford to provide electricity for about 
nine hours each week to less than half of the homes in the community of 120 
houses and 500 people.
The international senior design team of Katherine Engels and Tyler Fincher 
(civil engineering), Alexander Baril and Rebecca Prich (electrical engineering) 
and Joshua Wiljanen (mechanical engineering) spent two weeks in the country 
observing and identifying the needs of the Piriatí Emberá.
“In order to properly design a microhydropower system for Piriatí, we  rst 
needed to identify the needs of community members,” said Prich. “We held sev-
eral community meetings, and also met with the cacique (Spanish for chief).” The 
team then researched the topography of the nearby waterway, identifying several 
sites along the Piriatí River adequate for use in hydropower generation. The team 
collected data from each site, including  ow rates, elevation changes, and global 
positioning system (GPS) points. 
The team determined that two primary sites, Cascada Pequeña and Alan’s 
Falls, could provide more than 5 kilowatts of power for the community. “While 
Alan’s Falls and Cascada Pequeña would have very similar turbines, genera-
tors, and electrical transmission and distribution systems, the site designs are 
quite different,” Prich explains. “Alan’s Falls would utilize a longer penstock and 
diversion system. It yields a slightly higher power potential although it is a further 
distance away from the community, which typically will increase the costs," she 
says. "The Cascada Pequeña system would require the construction of a trench 
for water diversion that would bring the generation site close to the community.”
In the end, the team recommended the Alan’s Falls site as the primary hydro-
power site, and the Cascada Pequeña design as an alternative. 
Once back at Michigan Tech, they analyzed their data, created preliminary site 
designs, and wrote a feasibility report that included suggestions for future data 
collection and site designs. The team also drafted designs for the entire system, 
including inlet, penstock, outlet, turbine, generator shelter and foundation, electric 
load controller, transmission and distribution speci  cations, and metering.
“Much is left to do concerning a feasible design for a microhydropower system 
for Piriatí. More information on the river’s seasonal  ow is needed in order to 
design an ef  cient system that will maximize power output,” adds Prich. The 
team made an effort to leave their survey benchmarks in place in Alan’s Falls and 
Cascada Pequeña, and carefully documented all GPS coordinates in their report, 
so that future work can move forward.
Student teams in the Civil and Environmental Engineering International Senior 
Design program at Michigan Tech are advised by Dave Watkins and Mike 
Drewyor.
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When low-tech is best
Better ventilation for biomass cookstoves
Billions of people worldwide burn animal dung, crop residues, wood and charcoal to cook their meals. The chemicals in the smoke and 
soot are inhaled and sicken or kill millions. At particular risk are women 
who prepare their families’ food and children  ve years old or younger. 
Up to now, most interventions have focused on improving the cook-
stove to lower emissions. An interdisciplinary team of Michigan Tech 
students took a different tack. They decided to look for ways to improve 
the cooking environment, not just the stove. 
Abram Peterson, an environmental engineering undergraduate at 
Michigan Tech, recalls how the cookstove’s emissions problem really 
hit home for him while in rural southern India last summer, where he 
was working as a member of Michigan Tech’s Pavlis Institute for Global 
Technological Leadership.
“One of my most striking observations was the condition of some of 
the young children’s voices,” Peterson says. “I noticed that the children 
who came from households that burned biomass for cooking had different 
sounding voices than those who came from households that used 
lique  ed petroleum gas (LPG). The children from the biomass-burning 
households had very raspy voices, similar to an adult who has smoked 
for many years.” 
Environmental engineering graduate student Kelli Whelan led the 
project team. After receiving an EPA P3 grant, they surveyed Peace 
Corps Master’s International and Pavlis Institute students from Michigan 
Tech who had worked in countries where biomass-burning cookstoves 
are used. She and several fellow environmental engineering gradu-
ate students built both a working model of a biomass cookstove and a 
computer model to test different kitchen and cooking conditions. The 
team conducted physical and computational model tests, 57 of them in 
all, testing for the presence and transport of particulate matter, carbon 
monoxide and carbon, while varying wind speed, temperature, humidity, 
roo  ng materials, wall height, cookstove placement and whether windows 
and doors were open or closed.
In the end, the team found a low-cost, highly effective way to reduce 
the impact of cooking over biomass  res without designing and installing 
high-tech, costly stoves: better ventilation.
Not all ventilation helps, however. “Having two windows open on 
opposite ends of the kitchen was best, whereas having all the windows 
and doors open was worse,” Whelan said. “This is because having all 
outlets open creates turbulence inside the kitchen, and the smoke is not 
forced out.”
The results also showed huge spikes in air contaminants when the 
 re was  rst ignited or extinguished. “Cookstove users should be made 
aware of this and taught to leave the space for a few minutes after lighting 
the  re or use sand to put the  re out,” added Whelan.
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A rural stove using biomass cakes, 
wood and trash as cooking fuel. 
Over 100 million households in 
India use such stoves (chullahs) 
every day, 2–3 times a day.
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An aerial view of a surface 
crack along the San Andreas 
Fault south of San Francisco.
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Electromagnetic detection
Can earthquake prediction become a reality?
The ability to predict large, destructive earthquakes is one of the most desired skills among Earth scientists. In 1989 the Loma Prieta earth-
quake (magnitude 7.1) devastated the San Francisco Bay Area in California 
by killing 63 people, motivating the rush for scientists to study new tech-
niques in earthquake prediction. 
Fluctuations in the Earth’s electromagnetic  eld may have been a pre-
cursor to the 1989 earthquake. Data showed an increase in magnetic  eld 
activity two weeks and three hours prior to the Loma Prieta earthquake. 
Over the past twenty years, scientists have been studying these  uctuations 
in the Earth’s magnetic and electric  elds in order to replicate these results 
for potentially-hazardous earthquakes. 
Last summer Neala Creasy, a geophysics major at Michigan Tech, 
researched this method in earthquake prediction at the United States 
Geological Survey in Menlo Park, California, in collaboration with Stanford 
University. 
“One concern is that there isn’t always a precursor before an earth-
quake,” says Creasy. “And sometimes the opposite occurs—when 
 uctuations in the magnetic and electric  elds are not followed by an 
earthquake,” she explains. “Many factors can in  uence the appearance of 
an anomalous signal. Local geology or atmospheric and solar disturbances 
can cause electromagnetic signals that appear as precursors, but aren’t. 
And even if an electromagnetic precursor does exist for an earthquake, EM 
stations may not ‘see’ it because of the location, depth, and magnitude of 
the earthquake.”
One of Creasy’s tasks was to help install and test the effectiveness of a 
new EM-detection system. “A completely new design at about a third of the 
cost, it was created in order to withstand lightning, compact the system, 
and make the entire EM station more ef  cient,” she says. For ten weeks, 
Creasy worked with researchers from Stanford, UC Berkeley, and GoLogic 
of Santa Rosa, California, installing stations at various  eld locations along 
the San Andreas Fault system.
“Our main goal was to  nd cheaper methods of installing the stations. 
The previous station equipment was top-of-the-line, yet very expensive. 
Building cheaper stations and streamlining installation will enable more 
electromagnetic stations to be installed in strategic locations, increasing 
the likelihood of ‘seeing’ an earthquake precursor. It may then be possible 
to prove or disprove their existence,” Creasy explains. While she was there, 
however, the new system was confronted with telemetry issues and tests 
were postponed. 
Her internship was sponsored by the Incorporated Research Institutions 
for Seismology (IRIS). The IRIS internship provided funding for Creasy to 
attend the American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting, where she presented 
a poster on her project. Creasy will attend Yale University next fall to pursue 
a PhD in geology and geophysics.
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Designing bioabsorable metal stents
ast year more than 3 million people had stents inserted in their coronary arteries. These 
tiny mesh tubes prop open blood vessels healing from procedures like a balloon angio-
plasty or heart attack. After about six months, most damaged arteries are healed and stay 
open on their own. The stent, however, is there for a lifetime.
Most of the time, that’s not a problem. But the longer a stent is in the body, the greater 
the risk of late-stage side effects. That’s why researchers are trying to develop a bio-
absorbable stent, one that would gradually—and harmlessly—dissolve after the blood 
vessel is healed.
Many studies have investigated iron- and magnesium-based stents. However, iron is not 
promising: it rusts in the artery. Magnesium, on the other hand, dissolves too quickly. “We 
wondered, ‘Isn’t there something else?’” said Patrick Bowen, a doctoral student studying 
materials science and engineering at Michigan Tech. “And we thought, ‘Why not zinc?’”
Bowen’s advisor is Jaroslaw Drelich, a professor of materials science and engineering. 
They work in close collaboration with Jeremy Goldman, an associate professor of biomedi-
cal engineering. A team of undergraduate researchers is also working the project, including 
materials science and engineering students Jacob Braykovich and Matt Tianen, and bio-
medical engineering student Roger Guillory.
The research team placed tiny zinc wires in the arteries of rats, and the results were 
amazing. The wires degraded at a rate just below 0.2 millimeters per year—the “magic” 
value for bioabsorbable stents—for the  rst three months. 
There is one drawback. “A stent made of conventional zinc would not be strong enough 
to hold open a human artery. The good news is that there are commercial zinc alloys that 
are up to three times stronger,” Bowen said. The team is now investigating a  rst set of 
alloys.
Roger Guillory read about Jeremy Goldman's research on the Michigan Tech website, 
and then went to see him after hearing him speak at a  rst-year seminar class. Goldman 
soon offered Guillory a job in his lab.
Guillory performs an histological analysis by cutting extremely thin cross-sections of 
an extracted artery (around 10 micrometers) which has been frozen in liquid nitrogen in a 
machine called a cryostat. After obtaining these tiny cross sections, he stains them, looks 
at them with a light microscope, and interprets the data.
He especially enjoys the detective-like, problem-solving nature of the work. “Analyzing 
my specimens with histochemical techniques is sort of like taking a picture of a huge party 
with lots of people. From that one picture we can  gure out who is there (cell morphol-
ogy), how they got there (tissue derived or cell migration), and why they came to the party 
(immune response, or injury response). We can also see from those pictures who is sick, 
(necrosis), as well as who has been there for a while (development of  brous barrier),” says 
Guillory.
“The most challenging part of my experience—or anyone’s experience in research for 
that matter—is being able to prove to the scienti  c community that what we have achieved 
is unique as well as relevant,” he adds. “There is an unbelievable amount of data and stud-
ies on multiple aspects of our project, but I can say what we have achieved thus far has 
never been done, and will pave the way for the future of bioabsorbable stent technology.”
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Downtown Calumet, 
Michigan. c. 2013
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n a great example of serendipity, the mineshafts that propelled the city 
of Calumet, Michigan to the pinnacle of copper mining in the early 1900s 
could possibly be used once again—thanks to minewater—to heat buildings.
A class of undergraduate and graduate students at Michigan Tech studied 
the social feasibility of tapping into minewater underneath the nearby city of 
Calumet for geothermal energy. As that group looked at the social aspects, 
an Enterprise team, the Alternative Energy Enterprise (AEE), looked at the 
technical side. Team members, Krista Blumberg (chemical engineering), Joe 
Johnson (electrical engineering), Piotr Talaske (electrical engineering), and 
Andrew Garrod (mechanical engineering) helped to assess whether or not 
minewater geothermal in Calumet was actually feasible. It is.
The AEE team is advised by Jay Meldrum, director of the Keweenaw 
Research Center, which currently uses minewater geothermal heating and 
cooling at its own facility. “Many abandoned mine shafts exist throughout 
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. Since their closure, these shafts have  lled 
with water,” Meldrum explains. “The water is fairly warm, ranging from 45°F 
to 60°F in some locations. Geothermal heat pumps can take 45°F degree 
water and create 70°F heat. The pump can be reversed, too, to provide 
cooling.” 
The city of Calumet has over forty mine shafts  lled with water, and cur-
rently uses only one. “The Calumet–Laurium–Keweenaw (CLK) schools 
water their grounds and football  eld from this one shaft of the aban-
doned Calumet Mine, located less than 100 feet from their buildings,” says 
Meldrum. The AEE team is looking at the speci  cs of using this water to heat 
and cool the school’s buildings. 
“Some minewater projects in other regions have experienced problems 
with shaft stability and erosion, however, Calumet’s shafts range from excel-
lent to unknown. The ones in excellent condition are concrete-lined and still 
contain the skip car railings, air and water lines, and ladders. Their stability 
is enhanced by the fact that they are in hard basalt rock,” explains the team 
in their report. They are looking at temperature gradients of the water, water 
quality, heating demands, and estimates of heat loss in transmission pipes.  
The group recently bid on an EPA program entitled EPA P3 (People, 
Prosperity, and Planet). Their project is an extension of the Calumet geother-
mal minewater project, focusing on educating the public about geothermal 
energy from abandoned mines. They will develop a guidebook for evaluating 
the potential of a site and design tabletop models for education and instruc-
tion. Potential payoffs include $15K to work on the details and present a 
follow-up proposal in Washington DC the next academic year.  If they win 
that one, the team will get $90K to implement a demonstration project.
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SURFing for the Summer
Redesigning a more user-friendly GUPPIE
Hiking to waterfalls, enjoying the beaches of Lake Superior, getting ahead of schedule with summer class—all things that a summer at Michigan Tech has to 
offer. As it turns out, developing autonomous underwater gliders is also on the list.
Through a Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) and the 
guidance of his mentor, Nina Mahmoudian, assistant professor of mechanical 
engineering–engineering mechanics, third-year mechanical engineering student 
Brian Page worked in the Nonlinear and Autonomous Systems Laboratory (NAS 
Lab) to develop two autonomous underwater gliders. One is a Glider for Underwater 
Problem-solving and Promotion of Interest in Engineering (GUPPIE) and measures 
18 inches long. The other glider is called ROUGHIE, the Research-Oriented 
Underwater Glider for Hands-on Investigative Engineering, and measures about 3 
feet in length.
“The smaller glider will primarily be used for education—sort of an inspiration for 
younger kids," says Page. "It might also be used by undergraduate and graduate 
students here at Tech who are researching control systems.”  
“We’ve had great success using GUPPIE in different outreach activities on 
campus,” says Mahmoudian.
The ROUGHIE has applications in naval surveillance, as well as measuring water 
characteristics such as salinity. Both of the gliders use changes in buoyancy to 
propel themselves.
While in water, gliders use sensors to monitor water current and depth to  nd 
the best route to their destination. ROUGHIE is equipped with sonar sensors to test 
avoidance algorithms as well. “In addition to environmental monitoring, underwater 
gliders are increasingly used for littoral surveillance and other military applica-
tions,” adds Mahmoudian. “The Navy is operating these gliders to rapidly assess 
and exploit environmental characteristics to improve the maneuvering of ships and 
submarines.”
The ultimate goal of the research is to create an entire  eet of gliders that work 
together as a swarm. Cooperation between the gliders promotes more ef  cient task 
completion and area coverage. However, Page’s main focus for the summer was 
redesigning GUPPIE so it can be used as a national teaching platform. “I redesigned 
it to be more user-friendly,” says Page. “The parts for the new design are made 
using a 3-D printer, so the glider will be easier to assemble.”
Working on gliders was Page’s  rst research experience, and it gave him a whole 
new perspective on engineering. “It gave me practice with designing and coming 
up with new ideas to solve problems,” says Page. “Working on the gliders really 
showed me how things work in a lab, and how much goes into the research and 
development process.”
The  rst prototype of GUPPIE was developed and tested by NAS Lab members 
Byrel Mitchell, a PhD student in mechanical engineering–engineering mechanics, 
and Eric Wilkening, an undergraduate student in mechanical engineering who also 
received a SURF last year. 
The SURF program funds undergraduate student research with faculty mentors 
for approximately 10 weeks each summer, with funding from the Of  ce of the Vice 
President for Research and the Honors Institute.
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Brian Page conducts 
research with an autonomous 
underwater glider.
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INTERNATIONAL
Into India, with biochar
In the Pavlis Institute for Global Technological Leadership at Michigan Tech, students journey to a foreign land for an international expe-
rience, traveling abroad for  ve weeks with the aim of making a 
difference. Before leaving, they develop language skills needed for the 
trip and familiarize themselves with the culture of the region. They plan 
their own projects, set goals, assess progress, and share results. 
Nick Saur (mechanical engineering), David Shull (computer engi-
neering and computer science), Caitlin Wilkins (exercise science), and 
Corinne Green (biomedical engineering) spent their time in Vaiyavoor, a 
rural village south of Chennai in southern India. 
While there, they installed a new water  lter system, complete with 
plumbing, to improve water quality in the village school. “The village well 
contains a lot of trash, making water quality poor,” explains Saur. 
The team built a water  ltration system, consisting of four 55-gallon 
drums containing different sized particles of activated charcoal and 
sand to  lter the water, which could be built relatively inexpensively and 
 lter 2000-3000 liters of water each day. Clean water was then routed 
to the school’s holding tank through a new set of pipes.
For the charcoal they built a gasi  cation reactor to produce bio-
char—partially-combusted biomass with high porosity—which allows it 
to absorb contaminants. This makes it an effective  ltration substance. 
The team encountered many problems while implementing the 
system, but in the end the team prevailed, or so they thought. “It was 
an awesome feeling to see the barrels slowly  lling as nearly nine 
months of planning, meetings, and design came to fruition,” said Shull. 
A few days later, however, as they walked in to do what they pre-
sumed would be a quick veri  cation that the  lter was still being primed, 
the teacher greeted them with some bad news: the  lter had  ooded 
the school with water.  
“I think we all expected them to be furious, to ask us to leave and not 
complete the project. What we encountered was just the opposite. As 
we examined the system and identi  ed the leak (one of the steel joints 
wasn’t holding a seal), the teacher told us it was  ne as we apologized. 
Another teacher said ‘It’s just a trial, right? It’s no problem’. Thankfully 
it looked like they may have been used to this type of thing happening. 
All the water-sensitive items were raised a few inches above the  oor. 
As far as we could tell—no damage was done. That was a relief,” says 
Shull.
The team quickly set about draining the part of the system with the 
leak,  xing a seal, and stopping  ow into the system.
“In the end, we did get the water  lter working reliably on the last day 
we were in the village. The teachers and kids were thrilled, and we’ve 
con  rmed with our friends in the area that it has been working and 
they’ve been using the system, which was very exciting for us to hear.”
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The team’s water  ltration 
system installed at the school 
in the village of Vaiyavoor, 
Tamil Nadu, India
1
Medical professionals from 
Ghana’s Dormaa West Hospital 
use the mobile clinic to perform 
an ultrasound in the remote 
village of Sunyani
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Mobile clinic
Saving lives in rural Ghana
In Ghana, those living in rural areas often do not have access to even the most rudimentary medical care. Traveling to the nearest hospital is so 
time-consuming and costly that most people are unable to make the journey. 
Doctors occasionally travel to remote villages, but are only able to bring 
minimal medical supplies.
Third-year mechanical and biomedical engineering major Erik Wachlin and 
his fellow students set out to change this by converting a donated van into 
a mobile clinic stocked with microscopes, centrifuges, an autoclave, culture 
incubators and other equipment and medical supplies.
The mobile clinic, now based in the town of Sunyani in western Ghana, is 
a combined effort between students in the International Business Ventures 
Enterprise, a mechanical engineering senior design team, and students from 
the Pavlis Institute of Global Technological Leadership. 
Some of the students traveled to Ghana to deliver the mobile clinic and 
remained in Ghana for several weeks, performing weekly check-ins with the 
doctors to get feedback on the clinic. Wachlin, along with Leah Dawson, 
Andrea Kubicki, and Laura Harris made the trip.
In one three-day outreach trip, the mobile clinic served villages in the Tain 
District, seeing about 85 patients per day. “Important gatherings in Ghana 
often happen underneath a mango tree. So, in the absence of a medical 
center, we set up underneath the town mango tree,” said Wachlin. 
Their team consisted of medical professionals from Ghana’s Dormaa West 
Hospital—one doctor, two nurses taking vitals (one was also a midwife), two 
nurses giving vaccines to children, one manager taking care of insurance, 
two people handling pharmaceuticals, one person using malaria rapid diag-
nostic tests, two drivers, and one nurse giving injections—along with Wachlin, 
Dawson, Kubicki and Harris. “Somehow we all managed to  t into the mobile 
clinic and a truck,” said Wachlin.
The group was able to diagnose and treat over 50 cases of malaria in 
people who otherwise would have had no ability to get treatment. “Many 
cannot even afford the small sum to get transportation to the hospital. These 
people often end up dying,” said Wachlin. “We were also able to perform ultra-
sounds on over thirty women and tell them their estimated due date as well as 
con  rm that their baby was healthy. Luckily most of them were, but a few of 
the mothers had malaria, so they were given medicine speci  cally for pregnant 
mothers.”
The students learned a great deal from their trip to Ghana about what is 
most needed to sustain their project and keep it running. “The mobile health 
clinic needs a consistent, visionary staff member who speaks the local lan-
guage and will lead each medical team that uses the vehicle,” said Wachlin. 
They also equipped the mobile clinic with data-collection technology that will 
allow the students to analyze its use remotely from Michigan Tech over the 
coming year—information that can help with future design improvements. 
“Our goal is to expand and eventually reach all of rural Ghana,” said Wachlin.
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Going global
From Houghton to Paris and Malta 
and back
Global literacy. Just what is it? And how you can you get it? Emily Wolbeck, a senior studying materials science and engineering, 
was recently awarded the  rst-ever Michigan Tech Global Literacy 
Award to go  nd out. The Global Literacy Award was established 
by Provost Max Seel to encourage students to improve their under-
standing of global issues. 
Wolbeck, who is enrolled in the Pavlis Institute for Global 
Technological Leadership program, used the $1,000 scholarship 
to study in Malta last summer. Two other Pavlis Institute students, 
Laura Lynch and Noah Rau, accompanied her. “Malta is a new 
site for Pavlis, so we focused on establishing relationships in the 
country and identifying future projects for future cohorts for years 
to come,” said Wolbeck. “Our underlying goal was to build a strong 
foundation—building good relations with the local government, and 
establishing contacts.”
Together the three worked with the Maltese Aviation Museum to 
help the museum portray American participation in the Air Battle of 
Malta during World War II. They researched the history of the 31st 
Fighter Group, a group of three USAAF Spit  res squadrons based on 
Malta before the invasion of Sicily. They also talked with olive oil pro-
ducers to help  nd ways to market their products in the US, and they 
developed recommendations for the Hotel Kappara to reduce their 
electricity consumption, as electricity prices are high on the island.
While in Malta, Wolbeck also pursued her favorite hobby: photog-
raphy. “I studied art history and photography in Paris a few summers 
ago,” she said, “so I couldn’t wait to document the trip to Malta with 
the skills I gained in Paris.”
In a previous trip to Paris, Wolbeck, who is minoring in French, 
was conversationally comfortable. This time she especially enjoyed 
going to a country where she didn’t speak the language, Maltese. 
“I work as a language coach for IGTAAP, the International Graduate 
Teaching Assistants Assistance Program,” she explained. “I think this 
trip helps me relate to international students even better and makes 
our sessions more meaningful.” IGTAAP coaches help international 
students improve their English skills, gain presentation strategies, 
get oriented to campus and the community, and share cultural 
differences.
Back on campus, Wolbeck has been hard at work on her senior 
design project for sponsor Boston Scienti  c, identifying materials that 
improve the performance of lithium batteries. Her team evaluated 
additives that demonstrated an increase in battery performance.
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Senglea, a forti  ed city in the east 
of Malta, as seen from Valletta
Mitch Kirby crosses 
the Copeland Valley in 
Westland Tai Poutini 
National Park, New 
Zealand
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he natural beauty and easy access to both snowboarding and sur  ng 
 rst attracted Mitch Kirby to New Zealand—that, and the legend-
ary  y  shing. Kirby, a sophomore majoring in biomedical engineering, 
was the recipient of a Whitaker International Student Fellowship at the 
University of Otago in Dunedin, New Zealand.
“One of my professors, Dr. Sean Kirkpatrick, informed me of the 
Biophotonics and Biomedical Imaging Research Group at the University 
of Otago. As I learned more about New Zealand, everything sort of 
seemed to line up.”
Kirby worked with a group focused on light/tissue interaction. “As 
light propagates through biological tissue, the light waves exhibit dif-
ferent behavior based on the internal characteristics of the tissue,” 
Kirby explains. “Ultimately the goal of the project was to gather enough 
experimental data on the different light-tissue interactions so that down 
the road it would be possible to use a light-emitting device to make 
medical diagnostic decisions non-invasively. While the project was in the 
early stages, most of my time in the lab was spent lining up the different 
lenses and  lters for the experiments with elliptically-polarized light. Later 
we began writing code on MATLAB and analyzing the behavior of the 
light.”
Kirby’s everyday life in Dunedin involved getting up very early, com-
pleting schoolwork and attending classes. After spending a few hours 
in the lab, he would  nish up for the day around 3 pm. If the waves were 
good, he would surf. If not, he would explore the countryside. During the 
weekends, he traveled with a small group of friends to different locations 
throughout New Zealand. Trips usually involved snowboarding, back-
packing, and just general adventuring.
“Spending time overseas has de  nitely opened my eyes to the ability 
of a college education to take you places,” says Kirby. "Traveling and 
living abroad while studying and working in the lab have shown me it is 
possible to mix work and play so that each day is an enjoyable one,” he 
adds. “I also enjoyed the excitement of working on a research project 
that could potentially change the way many medical diagnoses are 
made. There is a great deal of potential in the continued advancement of 
biomedical optics.”
Working with people in the lab from different backgrounds was a 
high point for Kirby as well. “Everyone had something unique to bring to 
the table, particularly because we all came from different countries and 
cultures.”
Now that he is back at Michigan Tech, Kirby is again working as an 
undergraduate researcher in an optics lab, this time with Dr. Xuan Liu, 
where he is investigating Optical Coherence Tomography. “In the future 
I hope to continue to work on developing new technologies through 
academic research.”
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SOCIETY 
OF WOMEN 
ENGINEERS
Reaching for the future
atching this year’s Super Bowl, you may have seen the commercial for a new 
innovative toy for young girls: GoldieBlox. The toy encourages girls to build and 
engineer, which may inspire them to go into science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics (STEM)  elds.
According to the US Department of Commerce, women hold less than 25 percent 
of STEM jobs. At Michigan Tech, less than 21 percent of engineering undergraduates 
are women.
But toys aren’t the only way to sustain female interest in STEM. 
Earlier this month, Michigan Tech hosted more than 700 women from Illinois, 
Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin, 
as well as Michigan. They came to attend the 2014 Society of Women Engineers 
(SWE) Region H Conference. Titled “Extracting the 
Elements,” it included keynote speakers, sessions on 
professional development and a career fair.
Keynote Speaker Martha Sullivan, CEO of Sensata 
and Michigan Tech graduate, encouraged the women 
in attendance to seize their own leadership potential 
to make the most of their careers. “Leadership devel-
opment happens in the arena, not on the sidelines,” 
she said. “You develop a leadership identity by lead-
ing—by experiencing yourself leading—even if it is in 
small ways at the beginning.”
SWE’s mission is to stimulate women to achieve 
their full potential in careers as engineers and leaders, 
to expand the image of the engineering profession as 
a positive force in improving the quality of life, and to 
demonstrate the value of diversity. Women in STEM 
 elds—and the lack of them—was a main topic at the 
conference, not surprising, since 98 percent of the 
attendees were female. The women at Michigan Tech 
offered their perspectives.
“Sure, I’ve felt discriminated against as a woman studying and working in engi-
neering,” said Melissa Galant, a third year double major in materials science and 
engineering and mechanical engineering. “However, I’ve noticed that most of the time, 
it was brought on because we separate ourselves from the rest of the engineering 
population, or we separate other women. At the end of the day, we’re all just people 
and students, and capable of achieving anything we set out to do.”
Conference attendees have high hopes for the future. “What I look forward to in 
STEM is to see the percentage of women grow, knowing that there will be more equal 
ideas, rather than having an all female- or male-controlled industry,” said Adrienne 
Piron, a third year electrical engineer.
With their ambition and determination, SWE is one of the keys to making that 
happen. “Please continue to move outside your comfort zone,” Sullivan urged in her 
keynote address, “and  nd ways to exert your in  uence.”
Seize the opportunity. 
Learn to recognize 
your own signposts, 
whatever they may be. 
Try on different leadership 
experiences. Make 
mistakes and learn about 
yourself in the process. 
Believe in your self-worth, 
and don’t hustle for it.
—Martha Sullivan 
Keynote Speaker 
SWE Region H Conference 
at Michigan Tech
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Martha N. Sullivan is president and chief executive 
of  cer of Sensata Technologies, a $1.9 billion sensors 
and controls business with over 11,000 employees 
and manufacturing and technology development centers 
in eleven countries. As one of the world’s leading 
suppliers of sensing, electrical protection, control, 
and power management solutions, Sensata strives 
to help make cars, appliances, planes, and countless 
other products safer, cleaner, and more ef  cient. 
Sullivan has maintained a close relationship with 
Michigan Tech since graduating with a bachelor’s degree 
in mechanical engineering in 1985. She is a member of the 
Presidential Council of Alumnae, has been inducted into the 
Academy of Mechanical Engineering–Engineering Mechanics, 
and was awarded an Honorary Doctorate in Philosophy in 2012.
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